Lakewood Wellness Partners
6301 Gaston Avenue. Suite 610
Dallas, TX. 75214
214.531.7624
www.lakewoodwellnesspartners.com

Welcome to Lakewood Wellness Partners, in this package you will find all the forms required for the
intake process including:
1. Welcome Letter and Consent Form
2. Policy and Additional Consent Forms
3. General Information Form
4. Personality Scale
5. Life Functioning Inventory
6. Symptom Scale
7. Medication Diary
8. Fee Scale Form
9. Credit Card Authorization Form
10. Office Policies

Before your appointment please complete and sign all forms.
Bring to your appointment:
1. This completed forms package
2. Driver’s License
3. Proof of Insurance

Welcome to Lakewood Wellness Partners
Welcome to Lakewood Wellness Partners. We provide cognitive behavioral oriented therapy for a variety of
issues for children, adolescents, adults, couples, and families. Dr. Katherine Pang, PhD, is our lead
psychologist. We also have provisionally licensed psychologists, Post-Doctoral Residents, and Licensed
Psychological Associates. We provide comprehensive therapy and testing and assessment.
Psychotherapy
People seek psychotherapy for a variety of reasons. Most often, people describe general and vague complaints,
such as finding too little satisfaction in life, feeling empty inside or feeling generally anxious in several areas of
life. Sometimes the complaint in life is specific and concise, like intense fear of social settings, acute
depression, or difficulty with the aftermath of an affair. We have come to understand that no matter what has
brought us to therapy, the troubling areas in our lives are multilayered and multi-determined. Factors such as
temperament and genetics, interpersonal experiences in our families and communities, cultural values and
historical contexts, and our own subjective dynamics go into the human experience of suffering and pain.
While the goal of therapy always involves symptom reduction, we also understand that therapy involves looking
deeply beneath our symptoms to understand them and thus be transformed, resulting in a kind of change that
lasts and crosses contexts. We are solution-oriented in assisting you reach your therapeutic goals.
We offer a variety of day and evening appointments between the hours of 7:00AM to 7:00PM and accept Blue
Shield Blue Cross, Medicare, and we have a sliding scale for private pay patients. If you have any questions
and/or concerns about any of the information presented, please ask at any time.
Coverage: Lakewood Wellness Partners is not an emergency or crisis intervention facility. Therapists are not
available 24 hours per day so if you have an emergency please call 911 or go to your nearest hospital you may
also seek help by calling Contact Counseling and Crisis 24- Hour Line at 972-233-2233 (adult) or 972-344-8336
(teens), the Suicide Crisis Center 24-Hour Line at 214-828-1000 (all ages).
Treatment Participation: Your treatment here will involve engaging in psychotherapy. It is important that
you take an active role in your treatment including the following:
·
·
·

Attending regularly scheduled psychotherapy sessions
Talking about your life openly and honestly
Discussing any issues related to your treatment with us

It is important for us to have a professional and therapeutic relationship with you, and therefore not have any
other type of social or personal relationship. We hold all relationships to be sacred, including the therapeutic
one. The relationship formed within psychotherapy is effective because it is a professional relationship.
Missed appointments: We try to keep wait time in the lobby to a minimum. Therefore, we do not overbook
patients and we keep sessions to the agreed upon 45-minute therapy hour (60 minutes for insurance patients).
This means that your appointment time is a reservation just for you. In order to make this work successfully, we
ask that you cancel or reschedule appointments at least 24 hours in advance. It is our policy to charge you the
amount you indicated on the sliding scale (insurance does not pay for missed or cancelled appointments) for the
missed appointment and we will text you that we are doing so using the credit card on file. If the credit card on
file is declined, you are still responsible to provide us with the payment amount. We will make every attempt to
reschedule your appointment if you are cancelling within 24 hours, however this is in no way a guarantee, nor
does this release you from our policies. Payment of fees is an important aspect of our therapeutic relationship.
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Confidentiality: In keeping with professional ethical standards and state and federal law, all services provided
by the practitioners at Lakewood Wellness Partners are kept confidential except as noted below and in the
accompanying Notice of Privacy Practices. We consult as needed within the practitioners at Lakewood
Wellness Partners about the best way to provide the assistance that you may need to meet your therapeutic
goals. As required by psychological practice guidelines and current standards of care, we keep records of all
therapy sessions. These records are stored securely consistent with federal and professional security standards
for medical records.
Phone calls: We do not take phone calls while we are with other patients for any reason. It is very possible that
we will not be able to return calls for several hours. We make every effort to return calls received during phone
hours by the end of the day or the following morning. Non-urgent messages left for us after hours will be
received and called back at least by the end of the next business day. In the event of any medical or psychiatric
emergency that you feel cannot wait, you should call 911 or go to the nearest ER and then contact us once you
are safe at the emergency room. Phone calls that run over 10 minutes will be billed at a rate of $150/hour in 5minute increments. Phone sessions with anyone other than you, the patient (with a signed release) may be
scheduled at a non-prorated rate of $150/hour; otherwise phone sessions will may be scheduled at your regular
rate.
Use of Electronic Mail and Text: Please be aware that e-mail and text may not be private or confidential and
may not be read by the recipient in a timely fashion.
Financial: Payment is due at the time of service unless other arrangements are made ahead of time. We accept
cash, credit cards, health savings accounts, debit cards, and checks. Should you choose to pay via credit card,
your credit card information will be kept on file along with authorization to utilize that card for payment of
services.
Additional Requests: Session fees cover the cost of the visit and paperwork associated with completing that
visit. This includes letters or records sent to your other doctors/therapists in regards to your direct treatment and
billing summaries for your personal records. Personal request for copies of your medical records or other
requests for information or forms that are requested will be billed at $150 per request. Requests for phone calls
or conferences with schools or other professionals that are more than 5-10 minutes will be billed at flat fee rate
of $150 per hour or any portion thereof. School visits or any other on-site visits or out of office conferences,
meetings, visits, or other matters will be billed at a flat fee rate of $250 per hour or any portion thereof starting
from the time the practitioner leaves the office until the time they return to the office. Please note that
Lakewood Wellness Partners and Katherine Pang PhD, PC do not provide forensic services. This means that we
do not conduct evaluations or provide therapy for court-ordered or court-related matters. If you expect to be
involved in any legal proceedings, please let us know before beginning your treatment or evaluation and we can
refer you to another provider. Should we receive a request (subpoena, court order, or other legal or
administrative or other related document) that we become involved in any legal, administrative, or other related
proceedings or matters then we will require a $3,000 retainer which will be paid in advance of any calls,
appearances, etc. The hourly rate for any legal, administrative, or other matters related to custody, forensicrelated matters, parenting matters, matters involving a forensic psychologist or court-appointed or court-related
person, including any related proceedings or matters is $300/hour or any portion thereof which includes phones
call, travel, waiting time, and any other time devoted to the requests, proceedings or matters. When $300
remains as a balance on the retainer and additional services are required the patient shall provide another $3000
retainer and this shall continue until services are no longer required. The patient shall receive statements upon
request.
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Discontinuation of Treatment: We may discontinue treatment with a patient only after a reasonable amount
of discussion and usually only for one of the following reasons: (1) failure to pay your bill, (2)
canceling/missing appointments too often, and/or (3) not doing the work of therapeutic treatment. If you foresee
problems in any of these areas, please let us know. If we see an issue with one of these areas, we will bring it up
with you right away so that we can try and correct the problem together. If you decide to discontinue treatment,
you can do so at any time in person, by phone, or in writing. Hopefully we can confer about the decision, so that
I can be of assistance to you in transferring your care to another provider.

Sincerely,
Katherine Pang, PhD, MS PsyPharm, JD, MBA, ThM
Licensed Psychologist, #36138
Lakewood Wellness Partners
Katherine Pang, PhD, PC
6301 Gaston Avenue,
Dallas, TX 75214
Phone: 214.531.7624
Fax: 469.547.0803
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Consent to Terms of Welcome Letter
I, ____________________________________________________, agree to and consent to all of the terms of
the Welcome Letter and understand the particular terms of: Please Initial
___________ Missed Appointments
___________ Confidentiality
___________ Phone Calls
___________ Financial
___________ Additional Requests
___________ Coverage
___________ Discontinuation of Treatment
Consent
By signing below, I agree to be treated by:
____ Dr. Katherine Pang, a licensed psychologist
____ Dr. Danielle Davis, a post-doctoral resident, under the supervision of Dr. Katherine Pang
____ Dr. Angela Lee, a licensed psychologist
I understand I have the right not to sign this form. My signature below indicates I have read and discussed this
agreement; it does not indicate that I am waiving any of my rights. I understand that I can choose to discuss
my concerns with the clinician before I begin treatment. I understand that after my treatment begins I have the
right to withdraw my consent at any time, for any reason. However, I will make every effort to discuss my
concerns with the clinician before ending my treatment.
Please sign below to indicate that you understand and agree to participate in psychotherapy at
Lakewood Wellness Partners in accord with the policies outlined above.
Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
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Notice of Privacy Practices (NPP)
This notice describes how mental health information about you may be used and disclosed and how
you may obtain access to this information. Please review it carefully.
Lakewood Wellness Partners provides therapy and testing and assessment services. Our practice includes
licensed psychologists, Provisionally Licensed Psychologists, Post Doctoral Residents, and Licensed
Psychological Associates. All information describing your mental health treatment and related health care
services (“mental health information”) is personal, and we are committed to protecting the privacy of the
personal and mental health information you disclose to us. We are required by law to maintain the
confidentiality of information that identifies you and the care you receive. When we disclose information
to other persons and companies to perform services for us, we require them to protect your privacy, too.
This Notice also applies to your psychologist, counselor, psychiatrist and other health care professionals
who provide care to you. We must also provide certain protections for information related to your
medical diagnosis and treatment, including HIV/AIDs, and information about alcohol and other
substance abuse. We are required to give you
this Notice about our privacy practices, your rights and our legal responsibilities.
WE MAY USE AND DISCLOSE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION:
•
•
•

•
•
•

For Treatment. For example, we may give information about your psychological condition or
assessment to other health care providers, such as your family physician or another
psychologist, to facilitate your treatment, referrals or consultations.
For Payment. For example, a health care provider may contact your insurer to verify what
benefits you are eligible for, to obtain prior authorization, and to receive payment from your
insurance carrier.
For Healthcare Operations For example, we may give information to University or
professional mental health and training organizations to review the quality of care provided, for
performance improvement or for the training of health professionals. Other examples could
include audits and administrative services, and case management and care coordination.
For Appointments and Services to remind you of an appointment or tell you about treatment
alternatives or health related benefits or services.
To Individuals Involved in Your Care. For example, your parents, if you are a minor, or your
conservator.
With your written authorization we may use or disclose mental health information for purposes
not described in this Notice.

WE MAY USE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION FOR OTHER
PURPOSES WITHOUT YOUR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION:
•
•
•

As Required by Law when required or authorized by other laws, such as the reporting of child
abuse, elder abuse, disabled or dependent adult abuse.
For health oversight activities to governmental, licensing, auditing, and accrediting agencies as
authorized or required by law including audits; civil, administrative or criminal investigations;
licensure or disciplinary actions; and monitoring of compliance with law.
In Judicial Proceedings in response to court/administrative orders, subpoenas, discovery
requests or other legal process. If ROCC and/or your clinician is subpoenaed to appear in court
and provide testimony regarding our knowledge and experience of you and our assessment, we
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•
•
•
•
•
•

will assert privilege on your behalf. Nevertheless, if the judge insists we testify, we will testify
truthfully and honestly to our thoughts and professional opinion.
To Public Health Authorities to prevent or control communicable disease, injury or disability,
or ensure the safety of drugs and medical devices.
To Law Enforcement for example, to assist in an involuntary hospitalization process.
To the State Legislative Senate or Assembly Rules Committees for legislative
investigations.
For Research Purposes subject to a special review process, and the confidentiality
requirements of state and federal law.
To Prevent a Serious Threat to Health or Safety of an individual. We may notify the person, tell
someone who could prevent the harm, or tell law enforcement officials.
To Protect Certain Elective Officers including the President, by notifying law enforcement officers
of potential harm.

YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

To Receive a Copy of this Notice when you obtain care.
To Request Restrictions. You have the right to request a restriction or limitation on the mental
health information we disclose about you for treatment, payment or health care operations. You
must put your request in writing. We are not required to agree with your request. If we do agree
with the request, we will comply with your request except to the extent that disclosure has
already occurred or if you are in need of emergency treatment and the information is needed to
provide the emergency treatment.
To Inspect and Request a Copy of your Mental Health Record except in limited circumstances. A
fee will be charged to copy your record. You must put your request for a copy of your records in
writing.
If you are denied access to your mental health record for certain reasons, we will tell you why
and what your rights are to challenge that denial.
To Request an Amendment and/or Addendum to your Mental Health Record. If you believe that
information is incorrect or incomplete, you may ask us to amend the information or add an
addendum (addition to the record) of no longer than 250 words for each inaccuracy. Your request
for amendment and/or addendum must be in writing and give a reason for the request. We may
deny your request or an amendment if the information was not created by us, is not a part of the
information which you would be permitted to inspect and copy, or if the information is already
accurate and complete. Even if we accept your request, we do not delete any information already
in your records.
To Receive an Accounting of Certain Disclosures we have made of your mental health
information. You must put your request for an accounting in writing.
To Request That We Contact You By Alternate Means (e.g., fax versus
mail) or at alternate locations. Your request must be in writing, and we must honor reasonable
requests.

CHANGES TO THIS NOTICE:
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Lakewood Wellness Partners reserves the right to change or revise this Notice. If a revision is made to
our policies and procedures, a revised copy will be posted in the office and a copy will be provided to
you upon request.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
If you have any questions about this Notice, please contact Dr. Katherine Pang, at 214.531.7624 or by email at katherinepang@katherinepangphd.com. If you believe your privacy rights have been violated, you
may contact the Texas Board of Examiner’s of Psychologists at 1-800-821-3205. You may also send a
written complaint to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. You will not be
penalized for filing a complaint.

Acknowledgment of Notice of Privacy Practices
Lakewood Wellness Partners Notice of Privacy Practices provides information about how we may use
and disclose protected health information about you.
In addition to the copy we will provide you, copies of the current notice may be obtained through Dr.
Katherine Pang at Lakewood Wellness Partners.
I acknowledge that I have received the Notice of Privacy Practices.

Signature of Client or Client’s Representative Date

Print Name
Date
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Release and Consent Form
I, _______________ understand that Texas State and Federal Laws as well as Texas
Ethics Codes and Rules of Practice have provisions to protect my confidentiality. I
understand that only under stated exceptions in those laws, Codes, and Rules of Practice
or with a written release can my therapist disclose my identity or discuss matters with
others.
By signing this form and initialing below, I am authorizing my therapist and/or her
supervisor by providing my written consent for my therapist and/or her supervisor to
contact by phone and/or e-mail the following individuals for the purposes stated below:
________ A Medical Assistance: Where in the sole opinion of my therapist and/or her
supervisor I need medical assistance
_____ Disclosing dates/times of appointments
_____ Discussing and disclosing therapy fees, invoices, and billing matters
_____ Disclosing and discussing identification of issues and treatment plans

Name of Contact: _________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________________________
________ A Medical Assistance: Where in the sole opinion of my therapist and/or her
supervisor I need medical assistance
_____ Disclosing dates/times of appointments
_____ Discussing and disclosing therapy fees, invoices, and billing matters
_____ Disclosing and discussing identification of Issues and treatment plans

Name of Contact: _________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________________________
This document will expire on ______________ or upon termination of services _______.

Signature

General Information and Contact Consent

Name: __________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________
Phone (indicate preferred):
Cell Phone: _____________________________________________________
Permission to contact at this number? (Yes/No) May we leave a message? (Yes/No)
Work Phone: ______________________________________________________
Permission to contact at this number? (Yes/No) May we leave a message? (Yes/No)
Home Phone: _______________________________________________________
Permission to contact at this number? (Yes/No) May we leave a message? (Yes/No)
E-mail: ________________________________________________________________
Permission to contact via email? (Yes/No)
Parent/Guardian (if client is under 18): _______________________________________
Phone/E-mail for Parent/Guardian: __________________________________________
Client DOB: _____________________________________________________________
Gender: _________________________________________________________________
Marital Status: ☐ Married ☐ Single ☐ Other
By signing this form, I, ________________________________, consent to allowing Lakewood Wellness
Partners to communicate with me during the course of treatment.
I understand that it is my responsibility to cancel this consent in writing if I no longer want to receive text
messages or emails from Lakewood Wellness Partners.
I understand it is my responsibility to notify Lakewood Wellness Partners if I would like to amend or modify
phone numbers or email addresses where information can be sent.
I understand that both text and e-mail may have limited privacy and may not be HIPAA-compliant forms of
communication.
Date: __________________

Please indicate your current level of the following symptoms or behaviors:
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Feeling angry or having outbursts:

q

q

q

q

Inability to control my thoughts:

q

q

q

q

No one cares about me:

q

q

q

q

Loss of, or increased appetite:

q

q

q

q

Feeling distant from God:

q

q

q

q

Trouble controlling worry or anxiety:

q

q

q

q

Life is hopeless:

q

q

q

q

Concerns with emotional stability:

q

q

q

q

Withdrawing from relationships:

q

q

q

q

Excessive use of alcohol or drugs:

q

q

q

q

Trouble concentrating:

q

q

q

q

Loss of sexual interest:

q

q

q

q

I am lonely:

q

q

q

q

Feelings of depression:

q

q

q

q

Easily distracted:

q

q

q

q

People are out to get me:

q

q

q

q

Wanting to sleep all the time:

q

q

q

q

Nightmares:

q

q

q

q

Often fatigued:

q

q

q

q

Avoiding people:

q

q

q

q

Afraid of specific places or things:

q

q

q

q

Excessive recurring thoughts:

q

q

q

q

Lack of interest/motivation in activities:

q

q

q

q

Getting into trouble at school/work:

q

q

q

q

Having little self confidence:

q

q

q

q

I do not deserve to be forgiven:

q

q

q

q

Feeling numb, having no emotions:

q

q

q

q

Out of control:

q

q

q

q

Afraid of being alone:

q

q

q

q

Insomnia:

q

q

q

q

I hear voices:

q

q

q

q

Feeling of being disoriented:

q

q

q

q

Why do I feel so different?

q

q

q

q

Most people don’t like me:

q

q

q

q

Please indicate your current level of the following symptoms or behaviors:
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Obsession with certain activities:

q

q

q

q

Feeling of stress, under too much pressure:

q

q

q

q

I want to hurt someone:

q

q

q

q

I cant do anything right:

q

q

q

q

Mood shifts:

q

q

q

q

Trouble making or keeping friends:

q

q

q

q

Feeling fat:

q

q

q

q

People manipulate or control me:

q

q

q

q

I am often physically sick:

q

q

q

q

Medication Diary
Medication Diary for: _________________________________________________
Allergies: __________________________________________________________
Amount

How Often

Purpose*

SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

Prescription

Over-the-counter

Supplement#

*This can include specific diseases or specific reasons such as to supplement diet, to support healthy bones, etc.
#A

supplement includes multivitamins, single supplements and combination products as well as fortified foods,
such as some cereals and drinks
3 Place a tick in the box under the appropriate day each time you take a medication; if you take a medication
2X/day, you should end up with 2 ticks/day
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Fee Scale Form

Dr. Katherine Pang PhD - Licensed Psychologist $225.00 Session

Licensed Psychologist

$175.00 Session

Provisionally Licensed Psychologist

$150.00 Session

Post-doctoral Resident or Licensed Psychological Associate (LPA) working under the Supervision of a
Licensed Psychologist
$125.00 Session
Practicum Students

$100 session

I agree to be liable for a missed/cancelled session fee in accord with my selection above and that such fee
may be charge to my credit card for the missed or cancelled appointment.

____________________________________
Signature

________________________
Date

Permission to Place Credit Card on File for Scheduled and Missed or Cancelled
Appointments or to charge for scheduled appointments and services

I, _____________________________, agree that Katherine Pang PhD, PC and/or Lakewood
Wellness Partners my charge my credit card if I do not cancel a scheduled appointment within
24 hours or if I miss a scheduled appointment for the full amount of the appointment fee, which
is $ _______ based on the sliding scale. I understand insurance will not pay for missed or
cancelled appointments so if I am an insurance patient I authorize the sliding scale amount
indicated above to be charged to my card for the missed/cancelled appointment.

Name on Credit Card: _______________________________________________
Credit Card No: ___________________________________________________
Expiration Date: __________________________________________________
Card Security Code: _______________________________________________
Signature of Credit Card Holder: __________________________________________
Date: (MM/DD/YY): _______/_______/_________

Name of Client: ____________________________________________________
Billing Address: ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Lakewood Wellness Partners
6301 Gaston Avenue. Suite 610
Dallas, TX. 75214
214.531.7624
www.lakewoodwellnesspartners.com

Office Policies
In order to help make your time as meaningful as possible it is important to arrive on-time. If you
arrive past your scheduled appointment time, if there is enough time, you will still have your
appointment but the time will only be for the remaining time of your appointment. For example,
if you arrive 15 minutes late and you have a 45-minute appointment you will only 30 minutes for
your appointment time.
In order to be considerate of your time and other patient’s appointments and scheduling you must
e-mail, text, or leave a voicemail 24-hours before your appointment if you want to cancel it or
reschedule it. If you do not provide a 24-hour cancellation notice or you do not show-up or miss
an appointment, then we will charge the credit card on file the full amount of your session as
indicated on the sliding scale fee form.
If you have any questions at any time we are pleased to answer them for you.
I acknowledge these policies and consent and agree to abide by them

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

